
Set Free for Mission
S T .  P A T R I C K  Y O R K V I L L E

S T A F F  R E T R E A T

 1. What are some of the particular areas in my life that seem to be "bound up" at
the moment. Where am I experiencing significant fear, uncertainty, or pain? Are
there places in my life where anger seems to rule, maybe not directed at others,
but rather turned inward, toward myself?

2. What areas in my ministry or my work at the parish have I not sufficiently
surrendered to the Lord? Where am I still trying to maintain control and exert
my own will, rather than turning to God? Are there things in my ministry and
work that I can't seem to let go of?1

"If the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed" John
8:36

Some Things to Reflect On

Salvation isn't simply about a free ticket to Heaven. The Greek root word, "sozo,"
from which we get the word "salvation" has multiple rich meanings, including "to
protect, heal, deliver, make whole, and preserve."

When we encounter Jesus Christ, surrender our lives to Him, and receive the life
He died to give us in the sacraments, the reality of the Kingdom takes root in us.  
As we cooperate more and more with that gift, we experience deeper healing,
deeper interior freedom, and a growing union with the Lord. 

This freedom is not simply for ourselves. What we have received, we are called to
give away. In other words, Christ sets us free not simply for our sake, but for the
sake of the world. In the midst of our efforts to change the culture of our parish
and lead the process of transformation, we can lose sight of this fundamental
reality--everything we do is rooted in our relationship with Jesus Christ. We have
been set free not to "do ministry" or "support organizational change." Rather, we
have been set free to pour ourselves out for others so that they will encounter the
life-changing love, mercy, deliverance, and healing of Jesus.


